From: Ken Ivory
Subject: Re: Rep. Zinki - Interior
Date: December 14, 2016 at 3:09:00 PM EST
To: Randy Parker <randy.parker@fbfs.com>
Cc: kenivory@le.utah.gov <kenivory@le.utah.gov> ,
@allstate.com
@allstate.com> , Alan.Gardner@washco.utah.gov <Alan.Gardner@washco.utah.gov>
, leland.pollock@hotmail.com <leland.pollock@hotmail.com> , Michael Noel
<mikenoel@le.utah.gov> , mnoel5603@gmail.com <mnoel5603@gmail.com>
He is against local control of lands and waffles persistently. Very bad pick!
> On Dec 14, 2016, at 12:58 PM, Randy Parker <randy.parker@fbfs.com> wrote:
>
> Ken,
> Ken, I'm in Washington DC.
> I've been reading some interesting and troubling messages on Mr. Zinki.
> First, I've heard the invitation to serve as Secretary of Interior has been issued but not accepted. That ties to the upcoming opportunity to
unseat Sen. Tester.
> But, next are a long list of concerns related to his lack of understanding and maybe bias related to Interior administered lands.
> A good friend from Mississippi, who is a sportsman, wondered if Zinki's interest in expanding hunting opportunities - even if that means
cuts in livestock grazing AUMs.
> I'm hearing he has been at odds as a freshman on House Natural Resources in like the National Lands Conservation Fund (I think). I'm
wondering where Zinki would line up in transfer of federal lands or even the state generated compromise PLI?
> If this guy is not for moving the needle on more local control and management of timber, mining and grazing to underpin our rural
industries, provide jobs and help our rural communities what do we do? We need to push Mike Noel to head up BLM - but is this guy going
to be willing to move the needle and shake up the internal biases of the agency?
> Randy
>
> Sent from my iPhone
>
>
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